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Please check the contents of this box immediately.
Note:  This intake system was Dyno-tested with an Injen filter and

Injen parts.  The use of any other filter or part will void the 
warranty and CARB exemption number.
Parts and accessories are available on line at “Injenonline.com

Note: Injen strongly recommends that this system be installed by a
professional mechanic.  

MR Technology 
“The World’s First Tuned air Intake System!”
Factory safe air/fuel ratio’s for Optimum performance

Patent# 7,359,795

Now equipped with “Air Fusion” Patent pending
“At Injen Technology, we didn’t copy the step down process, we

invented it!”                                                

Figure  1   Figure   2

Warning: Manufactures attempting to duplicate Injen’s  
patented process will now face legal action.

MR Technology Step down process: 
1- Calibration Method for Air Intake Tracts for Internal Combustion Engines.        

Covered under Patent# 7,359,795
2- Calibration Device for Air Intake Tracts for Internal Combustion Engines.

Published and patent pending
3- Calibration Method and Device for Air Intake Tracts having Air Fusion Inserts

Published and patent pending



Remove 5 plastic clips and 2-10mm bolts to from the
wheel well cover to pull back to access the bumper cav-
ity.

Remove the plastic clip underneath the drivers side
headlight that is attached to the resonator tube. 

Figure A: Detach the air duct hose from the air box
housing. Figure B: Remove the entire rear air box
housing

Figure A: Use a 21mm socket to remove the 5 wheel
nuts. Figure B: Now remove the wheel

Figure A: Remove the air duct from behind the driver-
side headlight. Figure B: Air duct shown

Figure A: Use a 8mm nut driver and loosen clamp
on air duct to air box. Figure B: Loosen 10mm bolt
on air box attached to bracket on shock tower.

Stock box shown in this picture Pull the MAF  sensor out of the factory air box hous-
ing.

Figure A: Unplug the MAF sensor hraness from the
MAF sensor.  Figure B: Use a 7mm nut driver and
remove the two 7mm bolts from the MAF sensor. 

Figure A: Un-clip the two tabs on the top of the air
box housing. Figure B: Remove the front of the air
box housing

You will need to remove the driverside wheel. Use a
jack to lift up the driverside wheel.

Once the wheel well cover is moved back, you can
access the intake resonator tube inside the front
bumper cavity. Remove the 10mm bolt attaching the
resonator tube to the frame.

Figure  3 Figure  4   Figure  5   

Figure  6  
Figure  7  Figure  8   

Figure  10   Figure  11   

Figure  12 Figure  13 Figure  14   
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This bolt will also be
removed in figure 16



Figure A: Use a 7mm nut driver to tighten the 2 - 7mm
bolts onto the MAF sensor. Figure B: Re-connect the
MAF sensor onto the MAF sensor. 

Tighten the filter clamp with a 8mm nut driver

Figure A: Place a M6 nut and M6 washer on the vibra-
mount under the driverside headlight once the second
bracket is lined up. Figure B: Use a 10mm wrench and
tighten the M6 nut

Figure A: Place the MAF sensor into the machined
adapter on the Injen intale pipe. Figure B: Re-use
the 2 -7mm bolts removed in figure 4

Figure A: Place 1 vibramount onto the factory air box
housingbracket on the drivers side shock tower from fig-
ure 8. Figure B: Vibramount mounted onto shock tower
bracket.

Figure A: Place a M6 nut and M6 washer onto the
bracket located on the shock tower. Figure B: Use a
10mm socket and rachet and tighten the M6 nut

Figure A: You may now remove the resonator tube
inside the bumper cavity. Figure B: Resonator tube
removed

Figure A: Place 1 vibramount into the threaded hole
the 10mm bolt was removed from in figure 16.
Figure B: Vibramount mounted in place.

Remove the10mm bolt underneath the drivers side
headlight next to the resonator tube clip removed in
figure 14,

Lower the Injen intake tube into the engine bay and
place the end of the tube into the bumpe cavity.

Adjust intake pipe for best fitment and then use a
8mm nut driver and tighten clamp on factory turbo
intake duct tp the Injen intake pipe.

Figure A: Place the filter onto the end of the intake
pipe located inside the bumper cover from the wheel
well. Figure B: Filter on pipe 

Figure  15   Figure  16   Figure  17   

Figure  18  Figure  19   Figure  20   

Figure  24   Figure  25  Figure  26   

Figure  23   Figure  22   Figure  21 
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Re-install the wheel well cover. Re-install the wheel and make sure you torque the
wheel to manufactures torque specs.

Figure  27  Figure  29   Figure  28  
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Congratulations! You have just completed the installation of this
intake system.  Periodically, check the alignment of  the intake,
normal wear and tear can cause nuts and bolts to come loose.
Failure to check the alignment and adjust the intake can cause
damage that will void the warranty.

Position for the best possible fit. Make sure nothing is
hitting or rubbing indicated by the arrows.
Loosen the clamp and  the vibra mounts and adjust if
necessary for better fit.

Figure  30   


